
  

Guest comment from Prospect Tree Mortgages.

As an Athlete at the beginning of your dream career it is incredibly important to be aware of what will 
have an impact on your ability to borrow money to buy a property.

Applying for a mortgage successfully is not entirely luck. There are two major factors you need to be in 
control of, budgeting and unsecured debt. 

Taking control of these two areas will help you in your mortgage application as well as in your day-to-day 
financial life.
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Budgeting

First off and arguably most important is budgeting. 

The simple act of making and sticking to a monthly budget is the most effective way of taking control of your 
finances and preparing you for a mortgage. It will help your peace of mind and highlight any areas you may 
need to tighten up on or cut out completely. You should aim to keep your spending within the money you 
have and the limits you set yourself. Every pound you earn needs to be allocated to an expenses category 
(including savings), check how you are getting on mid-way through the month, this will help to keep you on 
track. I know it seems simple, but I promise it is incredibly effective.

Affordability

When a lender’s underwriter looks at your application, they are checking 
you can afford the mortgage you have applied for. A major contributor to the 
affordability calculation is unsecured debt you may have. 

The more money you owe on hire purchase, unsecured bank loans or credit card balances the smaller 
loan you will be able to obtain from a mortgage lender. We usually take out these debts to buy things we 
want NOW. Simply put, if you can’t afford to buy that watch or sofa you want, many would advise that you 
probably shouldn’t. Paying off credit cards and stopping paying unnecessary interest will not only show 
an underwriter you are able to budget and save but also a financial intelligence and maturity. After all, 
the more committed outgoing you need to pay every month means you have less money for a mortgage 
payment, and therefore less borrowing ability.

Other sources of income

As a professional sports person, you may also have media and advertising opportunities, we are able to 
utilise this income to assist with your total borrowing power.

Mortgage lenders and brokers make sure that the loan they are providing is affordable for the client. The 
nature of professional sports contracts means that there is often a range of income sources that need 
to be considered and proven over time. Being able to afford your repayments now, and crucially in the 
future, is central to securing mortgage finance for sportspeople.

Earlier retirement

There are many advantages to being a professional sportsman or woman. Depending on your age and 
experience you are probably well paid, you may also retire significantly earlier than other professions but, 
it is that early retirement that can make lenders uneasy. 

Mortgages are typically taken over 20+ year terms, and if you are not going to be “working” (playing) past 
the age of 35, how are you going to afford the mortgage then? Proving to a lender that you have a plan 
for when you stop playing can be an important step to take during your career. It might be worth starting 
those coaching badges or helping your club with some scouting work.

There are issues that make some lenders nervous when lending money to sports professionals, including 
the fact that they are deemed riskier due to potentially shorter career lengths and the risk of injuries. All 
good lenders are keen to ensure that the mortgage loan is affordable for the sportsperson and, crucially, 
remains so. 
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Although helpful, the brief information included in this document is intended as a guide only and does not constitute legal advice. For more detailed 
information regarding any of the matters raised in this document tailored to suit your specific circumstances please contact a member of our team.

Inconsistent income

With professional sports contracts ranging typically from 1 to 5 years, lenders can feel concerned about 
providing a mortgage over 20+ years. Furthermore, a good proportion of your income may be made 
up through performance-related bonuses and there could be clauses involved to reduce the income if 
relegation occurs for example. There is also the realistic possibility of injury to consider. The reality is that 
it could end at any point. Lenders need to be happy that you will be able to pay your mortgage should  
that happen.

Our Role

Mackrell.Solicitors’ property team help our sports clients with commercial and residential property 
purchases and sales. If you have any questions on this article or any related matters, feel free to get  
in touch.
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